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for security labels: a review
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Owing to its excellent multiplexing ability, high stability, and molecular fingerprint characteristics, Raman

encoding has been widely used in security labels for medical safety, jewelry identification and food

supervision. Various growing demands have promoted the anti-counterfeiting mode of security labels

based on Raman encoding from the classic one that relies on specific patterns to the more secure one

that depends on random patterns. As impressive progress has been made in Raman encoding for

security labels in recent years, this review attempts to comprehensively cover security labels based on

Raman encoding, from label preparation to image verification. For the labels with different anti-

counterfeiting modes, the different basic elements they need are summarized, and the role of Raman

encoding in different modes is introduced. In addition, security labels based on Raman encoding still

have some drawbacks. Therefore, suggestions on how to improve its anti-counterfeiting performance

are also discussed, as well as future challenges and prospects.
1 Introduction

The business of counterfeiting is growing worldwide, and
involves a wide range of products, from consumer goods to
specialized technologies, causing trillion-dollar losses in
industry.1,2 In addition to being an economic issue, it also poses
a threat to human health and national security.3–7 Therefore, it
is urgent to develop a high-security anti-counterfeiting system.

In order to combat counterfeit products, their passage
through the supply chain must be considered. Since they can
enter at any stage of the supply chain, products must be
authenticated at multiple stages. In an ideal situation, products
can be authenticated at any dispatch and storage point from the
manufacturer to the end user.8 To solve this problem, an
effective method is to attach security labels on the products that
need protection.9

The combination of optical encoding and security labels can
greatly improve the security of anti-counterfeiting system.10

Optical encoding, also known as spectral encoding, can be
divided into four main types according to the different optical
mechanisms: uorescence, Raman, reection and lumines-
cence lifetime.11,12 Among them, uorescence and Raman
encoding are dominant because of the relatively simple
encoding process and high encoding capacity.12 Fluorescence
encoding is popular because of its high brightness and easy
readout, while Raman encoding is advantageous because of its
narrow bandwidth.13 However, when using conventional uo-
rescent dyes, there is a limited number of uorescent agents
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with the same excitation wavelength, and the overlap of their
emission bands greatly limits the number of uorescence codes
available. In Raman encoding, it is possible to obtain different
spectra by combining different Raman signal molecules,14 and
to create new codes by adjusting the intensity ratio between
different characteristic peaks, which can greatly increase the
ability of encryption.15 Therefore, Raman encoding will have
higher encoding capabilities.16 For the design of security labels,
the most important thing is to store security information,
higher encoding capabilities means that more types of infor-
mation can be stored.17 At the same time, its molecular nger-
print characteristics, no interference from water, and high
optical stability also make Raman encoding more competitive
in security labels. Although there are two reviews focusing on
Raman based security labels, the role of Raman encoding has
not been explored in the reviews.18,19

According to the anti-counterfeiting modes of security labels
based on Raman encoding, the existing security labels can be
divided into two categories: the rst type is using Raman-active
materials to prepare security labels with specic information
carrier patterns, which is the combination of Raman encoding
and traditional security labels. The encryption method relies not
only on the visible pattern, but also on the secret pattern decoded
by the Raman-active material hidden inside.20 Owing to the
combination of technology, the material of the label has become
more complex, so it is harder to forge.21 And due to the similar
anti-counterfeiting pattern, the verication of security labels can
adopt the verication mode of traditional security labels.

The second type completely overturns the traditional anti-
counterfeiting mode that relies on the specic patterns, and
randomizes the pattern formation process to generate random
patterns, which is called a PUF security label (PUF – Physically
Unclonable Function).22,23 A PUF is a physical object with
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 6365–6381 | 6365
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Fig. 1 Diagram of Raman encoding in security labels.
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inherent, unique, ngerprint-like characteristics.24,25 When
introduced into the security labels, the security label is gener-
ated by a random manufacturing process, so that the designer,
manufacturer, and producer of the label cannot control it,
ensuring the physical non-replicable characteristics of the
labels. The random manufacturing process is easier to produce
and more unpredictable. Complex patterns have also brought
a new way of verication, image authentication, which requires
accurate identication of anti-counterfeiting patterns by arti-
cial intelligence.

Based on the above, this paper will introduce the application
of Raman encoding in security labels, mainly including two
kinds of security labels, one is clonable Raman security labels
that rely on specic patterns, and the other is unclonable
Raman security labels that rely on random patterns (Fig. 1).
Firstly, two important aspects of clonable Raman security labels
are introduced: (1) preparation methods of specic patterns,
including printing, writing, lithography, self-assembly, etc.; (2)
image acquisition modes, including zero-dimensional image-
Raman spectrum, monochrome image, multicolor image,
super-multicolor image, and multi-layer image. Then three
important aspects of unclonable Raman security labels are
introduced. (1) Preparation methods of random patterns,
including spin-coating, adsorbing, doping, and annealing; (2)
random image acquisition modes, including monochrome
random image, multi-color random image and multi-layer
random image; (3) authentication methods for random
images, including “point-to-point” authentication aer digiti-
zation and feature recognition authentication.
2 Raman encoding for traditional
security labels

By combining Raman-active materials with traditional security
labels, the labels with Raman scattering characteristics can be
6366 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 6365–6381
prepared, and Raman encoding can bring a higher security. In
the traditional anti-counterfeiting system, the generation of
a specic pattern with security information stored and the
identication of the corresponding image are two important
components. In the following part, the preparation technology
and verication method of clonable Raman security labels will
be introduced.
2.1 First element of clonable Raman security labels:
patterning

The security of clonable Raman security labels mostly depends
on the specic patterns of the labels, such as trademarks,
patterns, and the two-dimensional code or barcode with infor-
mation storage function, etc., through the discrimination of
these patterns to achieve anti-counterfeiting.26,27 Therefore, in
the anti-counterfeiting system of clonable Raman security
labels, the method of pattern formation, which can be called
“patterning”, is crucial.

2.1.1 Printing. For the needs of large-scale production,
security labels can be patterned through printing technology.
Through the production of printing plates, the businesses can
complete the large-scale manufacturing of the required anti-
counterfeiting pattern, greatly reducing the cost. And it is
currently the most used method for the preparation of security
labels.28–30 The preparation of inks containing Raman-active
materials is a common means of patterning using printing
technology, and the commonly used printing technologies are
inkjet printing and screen printing.

Inkjet printing is a non-contact printing method without
a printing plate. Through controlling the movement of the
nozzle, the tiny ink drops are sprayed on the substrate under the
control of the program, forming the same image as the design
pattern. Inkjet printing as a patterning technology has been
widely used in the preparation of other security labels,29 but few
people have developed in the eld of clonable Raman security
labels. Researchers pay more attention to the preparation of
surface-enhanced substrates with specic detection areas. For
example, Yang et al. used inkjet printing to prepare a surface-
enhanced active point array composed of uniformly distrib-
uted and closely aligned gold nanoparticles (Au NPs) directly on
the hydrophobic substrate, which was used for rapid and large-
scale quantitative analysis in chemical detection and biological
diagnosis.31 Li et al. developed an inkjet printing ink based on
silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) functionalized by aryl diazonium
salts, which were then inkjet printed on a polyethylene naph-
thalate substrate.32 The successful implementation of these
cases effectively proves the combination of inkjet printing and
Raman-active materials, thanks to the excellent ink compati-
bility of inkjet printing. And with the development of material
synthesis technology, Raman-active materials have become
more adaptable to a variety of application environments.

Another commonly used printing technique is screen
printing. Screen printing has the advantages of simple equip-
ment, easy operation, fast plate making, and low cost. The
requirements for ink properties will be more lenient, and more
materials can be chosen. This printing method has also been
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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widely used in the patterning of other security labels, such as in
uorescent anti-counterfeiting. Li et al. combined an upcon-
version uorescent material and carbon quantum dots to
prepare screen printing ink, and printed it as two-dimensional
code, the logo of Wuhan University, and other patterns used for
anti-counterfeiting.33 The patterning of Raman-active materials
has also been reported. Qu et al. used screen printing to accu-
rately print Au NPs and Ag NPs into microuidic detection areas
with dumbbell shapes. It is proved that screen printing has the
patterning function on Raman-active materials with easier
operation.34

2.1.2 Writing. Similar to printing, writing is the patterning
of Raman-active materials made into ink. The difference is that
printing technology uses xed templates to complete the
patterns, while writing is manually completed, which is more
unstable and has obvious individual differences. In the
production of the patterns, the efficiency of writing is lower, and
the prepared pattern is simpler.

As an important tool for writing and painting, the pen can be
a production tool for anti-counterfeiting patterns. At present,
there are many reports about the preparation of clonable
Raman security labels based on pen writing. For example, Zhou
et al. developed a Raman anti-counterfeiting system by
designing a signature ink based on an Au@Ag aggregate, and
successfully combined this system with a mobile phone app.35

Gu et al. used Raman ink for steganography, and simply mixed
Raman-active materials into commercial pen inks to obtain
security inks for steganography.36 The inks have the same
writing color but different Raman signal outputs (Fig. 2A).
These methods make writing a more convenient and simple
patterning method, which is a worthwhile method for the
production of patterns that do not require mass production and
precise production.

Another type of technology related to writing is laser writing.
It has been found that lasers can induce catalytic reactions on
plasmonic nanomaterials with Localized Surface Plasmon
Fig. 2 The patterning process of writing. (A) Pen writing. Reproduced
with permission from ref. 36. Copyright 2021 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
(B) Laser writing. Reproduced with permission from ref. 37. Copyright
2021 American Chemical Society.
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Resonance (LSPR). On this basis, Zhang et al. prepared self-
assembled single-layer Au NPs as security labels for laser
writing (Fig. 2B). They modied p-aminothiophenol on the
surface of Au NPs and catalyzed p-aminothiophenol molecules
to form azobenzene structures through high-energy laser irra-
diation. As the laser path changes to form the desired pattern,
the reaction can also be further reversed by adding the reducing
agent sodium borohydride.37 With lasers as a “pen”, nano-
particles with plasmon catalytic activity and molecules with
Raman activity as “ink”, this technology is more complex and
the instrument is more expensive.

2.1.3 Lithography and self-assembly. In most cases, the
patterning of clonable Raman security labels is associated with
the preparation method of the nanostructure. SERS, as a Raman
spectroscopy technique with stronger signal output than ordi-
nary Raman scattering, is inseparable from the preparation of
the SERS active substrate with signal enhancement function.
These enhanced substrates are usually composed of a series of
plasmonic nanomaterials. Therefore, a plasmonic nano-
structure with a specic pattern can be prepared by nano-
structure preparation technology, and then the required Raman
signal molecules were adsorbed on its surface to complete SERS
security labels.

Lithography is one of the most widely used micro-patterning
techniques because of its high stability and the ability to
prepare samples on a large scale.38 And the resolution of
lithography is gradually increased from the micron level to the
nanometer level with the development of new radiation sources
and new optical devices.39–41 The emergence of higher resolu-
tion lithography technology has also provided strong support
for the preparation of SERS security labels. Liu et al. used two-
photon lithography to produce silver nanowires with Raman
information storage and arrange them into English letters and
Tai Chi patterns.42 Subsequently, the research group further
applied the two-photon lithography technology, expanded the
range of applicable materials, and designed a more detailed
pattern.43 The mixed resin of the photoresist and probe mole-
cules was irradiated by a laser to form nano-columns, and then
coated by an Ag layer (Fig. 3A). The use of lithography tech-
nology makes the security labels prepared by it tend to be
miniaturized. Although this reduces the pressure for Raman
imaging of anti-counterfeiting patterns, smaller labels mean
that more sophisticated preparation instruments and more
accurate verication processes are required.

As another common nanostructure patterning technology,
self-assembly technology overcomes the shortcomings of high
cost and low throughput of lithography. Self-assembly tech-
nology is a technology that uses physical or chemical adsorption
to arrange nanoparticles into patterns. And self-assembly does
not require special instruments and can be relatively simple for
preparing large-area patterns (generally down to the micron
scale). Li et al. prepared a single-layer silver nanocube through
liquid–liquid interface self-assembly in advance.44 Then the
tape with a template is used to remove the excess nano-
structures and prepare them into barcodes (Fig. 3B). However,
compared with the lithography, the stability of the preparation
process is difficult to be guaranteed.
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 6365–6381 | 6367



Fig. 3 Process of nanostructure patterning. (A) Lithography. Repro-
duced with permission from ref. 43. Copyright 2016 Royal Society of
Chemistry. (B) Self-assembly. Reproduced with permission from ref.
44. Copyright 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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As a result, a new method has emerged that combines
lithography and self-assembly to achieve patterning. Zhang
et al. rst used the self-assembly method of LB lm (Langmuir–
Blodgett nanoparticle assembly) to arrange silver nanoparticles
neatly into a single layer structure, and then changed the at
nanostructure to a three-dimensional structure through
lithography.45 In this work, the periodic nanostructures are
neatly arranged by self-assembly, which greatly reduces the
work time required by lithography. The combination of the two
technologies complements each other's advantages and disad-
vantages, making the patterning process achieve a balance in
manufacturing efficiency and accuracy.

2.1.4 Summary. Although patterning technology has been
widely used in the preparation of security labels, little attention
is being paid to clonable Raman security labels. We believe that
this is mainly due to two reasons. Firstly, in the eld of Raman
spectroscopy, researchers pay more attention to the exploration
of new Raman detection methods. Therefore, the patterning
technology with patterning function is more used to pattern the
detection area to achieve high-throughput detection. Secondly,
the resolution mismatch between the verication method and
preparation technology leads to time-consuming distinction,
which is not conducive to the generalization of the anti-
counterfeiting system.

2.2 Second element of clonable Raman security labels:
imaging

For clonable Raman security labels, it is very necessary to verify
the pattern aer completing the preparation process. As prod-
ucts move through the supply chain, every owner who wants to
ensure that the goods are high-quality products has the need.
For clonable Raman security labels, the true anti-counterfeiting
pattern is “hidden” and a special “decoding” process is required
to complete the verication. This special “decoding” process is
image acquisition, which is called Raman imaging. In Raman
imaging, regions with the same Raman shi will be marked
6368 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 6365–6381
with the same color, and vice versa (regions with different
Raman shis will be marked with different colors). For regions
with the same Raman shi but different intensities the intensity
will be represented by the depth of the same color. And in the
case of two shi encoding, this intensity (proportion) distinc-
tion will also appear in the form of different colors. Therefore,
Raman encoding will make the image more “colorful”.

In this paper, the collected images are classied according to
the used Raman encoding. The rst type uses a single Raman
signal as the output, through the position encoding to complete
the imaging of specic patterns, including linear encoding,
barcode, two-dimensional code, and three-dimensional encod-
ing. The anti-counterfeiting system using a single Raman
spectrum for security identication is also included, as a zero-
dimensional encoding; the second type is to combine two or
more kinds of Raman signals to complete the Raman shi
encoding, further increasing the color to obtain a multicolor
image; the third type is not only focused on the Raman shi
encoding, but also takes the corresponding Raman peak
intensity into consideration, making the obtained image more
colorful. In order to distinguish it from the second type, we call
it a super-multicolor image. The fourth type combines Raman
encoding with other optical encoding to complete the
construction of multi-layer images, which can greatly improve
the complexity and security of the anti-counterfeiting system.

2.2.1 Position encoding: monochrome image. In the secu-
rity labels with single Raman signal encoding, the anti-
counterfeiting image is composed of Raman-active basic
units. Based on the different types of anti-counterfeiting
images, these security labels can be simply classied,
including zero-dimensional, one-dimensional, two-
dimensional, and three-dimensional images. The encoding of
these images is called position encoding in this paper. As the
position encoding dimension increases, the image becomes
more complex, resulting in a higher level of security.

In clonable Raman security labels, some researchers will
simply use a Raman spectrum rather than specic Raman
images for security applications.46–48 In this paper, the method
is classied into zero-dimensional position encoding. Raman
spectroscopy, as a non-invasive analysis method with high
accuracy, is oen used to identify the authenticity of goods. On
the one hand, it can use the difference of the material compo-
sition between the real and fake goods, directly reected in the
Raman spectrum. Poppi et al. used Raman spectroscopy to
identify banknotes. They found that the aluminum ink on the
“fake” banknotes showed a strong Raman peak, which was the
result of phthalocyanine pigments, while the Raman spectrum
of the genuine aluminum ink showed not only phthalocyanine
pigments, but also the presence of diaryllactone pigments.49 On
the other hand, Raman-active molecules can be introduced as
indicators to distinguish the authenticity of products, and
products with a specic Raman spectrum are genuine. Basit
et al. designed a personalized drug label with Raman anti-
counterfeiting features. The authors used inkjet printing to
add four points containing Raman active inks to the original
label. By measuring the Raman spectra of these active points
separately, the authenticity of the ink material and the drug is
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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determined.50 The application process simplies the entire
Raman anti-counterfeiting system, using a single point of
information to directly judge the anti-counterfeiting system,
and the production method will be simpler. But the security of
the system is low because of the security information provided
by only a single Raman spectrum.

On the basis of zero-dimensional position encoding, one-
dimensional position encoding can be performed by arrang-
ing Raman-active basic units on a linear structure. Amongmany
carriers, strip nanostructures have received extensive atten-
tion.51 This is because the nanoscale size allows them to be
integrated into many materials without materially changing
their properties. And they are easy to customize, showing
promise for commercial applications. Banholzer et al. devel-
oped a nanodisk code based on gold and silver bar nano-
structures, which stores information about Raman
enhancement at the junction of each structure. The number of
encodings in this way also varies with the length of the
component segment.52 However, this ne nanostructure prep-
aration is a challenge, so the use of encoding will be relatively
complicated.

Furthermore, the encoding mode can be extended from a one-
dimensional linear structure to a two-dimensional image, which is
the most commonly used image in anti-counterfeiting, such as
barcodes and QR codes. For barcodes and QR codes in Raman
encoding, the distinction between the black and white area is
determined by the presence or absence of Raman signals.

In a particular example, a single Raman spectrum can be
converted into a barcode. Feng et al. used silica coated gold
nanoparticles (Au@SiO2 NPs) as the encoding unit to realize the
combined output of different Raman spectra by electro-
spinning, located the position of the black blank according to
the position of the Raman peak, and determined the width of
the blank by the strength of the Raman peak.53 This anti-
counterfeiting mode simplies the output of information, so
that it can be read by the smart phone directly. At the same
time, the existence of this transcoding rule will further increase
the difficulty of cracking and confuse the forger.

Compared with barcodes, QR codes have a higher storage
capacity, which creates an opportunity for polarized light. Lay
et al. reported an aluminum-based nanostructure with a polar-
ization-dependent SERS response and used it to fabricate
miniature QR codes.54 The images obtained through the SERS
imaging of X polarization were two-dimensional codes, which
could directly guide users to the website with school informa-
tion recorded, while the SERS images of Y polarization stored
secret information (Fig. 4). The simultaneous existence of
multiple pieces of information makes the anti-counterfeiting
system more reliable and more difficult to be breached.

In more cases, researchers will design other two-
dimensional images with special signicance, such as initial
letters, school badges, and so on. Guan et al. used in situ
chemical patterning technology to prepare pattern-controlled
arrays. Through SERS imaging, the letter patterns were accu-
rately obtained on the PDMS substrate in the range from
macroscopic to submicroscopic.55 The use of this special two-
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
dimensional image plays a similar role to the effect of a trade-
mark, indicating the manufacturer's message.

By adding the encoded signal of the Z-axis, the security label
can be extended from two-dimensional to three-dimensional.
Liu et al. constructed a plasmonic candlestick microstructure
for use in security labels.56 The Raman signal can only be
collected at the top of the candlestick microstructure. There-
fore, different safety patterns can be collected at different Z-axis
heights by designing the candlestick microstructure of different
heights (Fig. 5). The addition of Z-axis space greatly expands the
space available for encoding. However, due to the penetration of
the laser in the acquisition process, the acquisition plane must
be strictly xed to ensure that the acquisition is carried out at
a certain position. And during pattern design, signals between
different layers should not interfere with each other.

In the monochrome image, the encoding space increases
with the dimensions. It is assumed that each dimension has the
same number of encoding units. If a one-dimensional pattern
has n encoding units, then a two-dimensional pattern has n2

encoding units, and so on. Therefore, the increase of dimension
brings more choices to the design of the pattern. With the
increase of encoding space, the image will be more complex and
carry more information, making it more difficult to break.

2.2.2 Shi encoding: multicolor image. As one of the two
main methods of Raman encoding, shi encoding has been
widely reported. Because of the narrow bandwidth of the Raman
spectrum, it is easy to identify the characteristic peaks of
different Raman signal molecules simultaneously. The different
Raman signals can be combined into a new signal output,
which is different from any signal output used in the combi-
nation. This will change the encoding judgment mechanism.
For a combination of two signal molecules, there are four
situations: no signal; signal of molecule A; signal of molecule B;
signal of the twomolecules simultaneously. Different cases with
signals need to be labeled with different colors to distinguish
different encodings. Therefore, for an anti-counterfeiting
method that uses two signal molecules for shi encoding, the
anti-counterfeiting image has a maximum of four colors
(including colors without signals). Further extended to a variety
of signal molecules, if n signal molecules are used for shi
encoding, the anti-counterfeiting image can have 2n colors.

Raman shi encoding has been widely used in multicolor
anti-counterfeiting images. Generally speaking, in the multi-
color image of Raman anti-counterfeiting, it is impossible to
obtain a complete anti-counterfeiting image by only a single
shi Raman signal imaging. For example, Gu et al. wrote
different parts of alphabetic information with different Raman
inks.36 Using “red” Raman ink to write the information “a, c, e”
and using “blue” Raman ink to write the information “b, d, f”,
the two kinds of information together can present the complete
letter information from “a” to “f”. In another case, the overall
multicolor image is meaningless, and the corresponding
monochromatic image of each signal output is combined into
a meaningful message. Liu et al. prepared a 5 × 5 size grid array
on a exible substrate, forming an overprint pattern of the
initials of Zhejiang University (ZJU) by depositing three
different organic dyes, Rhodamine B (RB), malachite green
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 6365–6381 | 6369



Fig. 4 Polarization-dependent miniature two-dimensional code for security labels. (A) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of the QR code; (B)
QR codewith school information; (C) embedded cryptographic text; (D) Raman imaging under X-axis polarized light; (E) Raman imaging under Y-
axis polarized light; (F) Raman spectrum in the red box in (E); (G) scanning the QR code to obtain the school website information. Reproduced
with permission from ref. 54. Copyright 2018 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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(MG), and crystal violet (CV), on a specic grid.57 Among them,
the letters “Z”, “J” and “U” can be obtained by the characteristic
peak imaging of RB, MG, and CV respectively, and the images
based on the combination of the three are meaningless
(Fig. 6A). In applications with more Raman-active materials,
researchers have chosen to store information in a single point
of the Raman spectrum to avoid the complexity of designing
patterns and precise patterning (Fig. 6B–E). Because there are
enough encoding combinations, the difference in spectral
characteristics can be used to achieve safe identication.35,58
6370 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 6365–6381
Under the premise of having the same encoding space, the
increase of color will further increase the complexity of the
image, making it more difficult to forge the security informa-
tion. The increase of color depends on the type of signal
molecules, so ensuring that there are enough clearly distin-
guishable signal molecules is critical. Another thing to which
attention should be paid is the patterning method. In most
cases, it will be simpler by choosing adsorption rst and then
patterning. The multicolor anti-counterfeiting image can be
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 Three-dimensional micro-candlestick for a security label. (A) Schematic diagram of the three-dimensional micro-candlestick; (B) cor-
responding Raman spectra; (C) scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images and Raman imaging images of different heights of the three-
dimensional micro-candlestick; (D) schematic diagram of the three-dimensional micro-candlestick forming patterns at different scan heights.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 56. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.
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constructed by patterning the encoding units with different
colors according to their respective arrangement.

2.2.3 Intensity encoding: super multicolor image. Accord-
ing to the Raman shi encoding mentioned above, a large
number of Raman signal molecules are needed to increase the
encodings. This makes the manufacturing process quite
complex, requiring the combination of multiple signal mole-
cules. Although the number of reported Raman signal molecules
is relatively high and increasing, most of the signal molecules
have similar molecular structures. When a large number of
signal molecules are used together, it is difficult to distinguish
them by Raman shis. Therefore, a method using Raman signal
strength as an additional encoding element is proposed. In this
encoding mode, the ratio of the Raman intensity of different
signals is used as the recognition element, so the position and
intensity of the Raman peaks both have an effect on the encod-
ing. This requires the encoding unit to have a stable signal
output and accurate intensity recognition during conversion. In
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
addition, the uniformity of the encoding unit should be ensured,
so that the whole encoding unit can have the same “color”.

For clonable Raman security labels with intensity encoding, Li
et al. used four different signal molecules and divided the char-
acteristic peak strength of each signal molecule into four levels of
“0”, “1”, “2” and “3” to achieve the output of barcodes with
multiple colors (Fig. 7). In the barcode, regions with the same
signal molecules but different signal strengths are given different
colors, representing different information.44 For the Raman
spectral information, intensity encoding has a higher utilization,
so it can transmitmore information. However, this high-precision
spectral data recognition capability has not yet been popularized
in commercialized soware, it is necessary to complete the
imaging of the pattern aer the processing of the data.

For clonable Raman security labels, intensity encoding can
further increase the color of the anti-counterfeiting image on
the basis of the previous shi encoding, so this image can be
called a super multicolor pattern. Under the premise of using
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 6365–6381 | 6371



Fig. 6 Raman shift encoding for security labels. (A) Adsorbing different dye molecules to different regions of the array and conducting Raman
imaging to obtain complete information of “Z”, “J” and “U”. Reproduced with permission from ref. 57. Copyright 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. (B)
The eight probe molecules used in encoding; (C) Raman spectra corresponding to the probe molecule; (D) Raman spectra of security labels
composed of different probemolecules; (E) principal component analysis diagram of eight security labels. Reproduced with permission from ref.
58. Copyright 2021 Royal Society of Chemistry.

Fig. 7 Intensity encoding for the Raman security label. The informa-
tion “3D” is stored in the RamanQR code. Reproduced with permission
from ref. 44. Copyright 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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the same signal molecules, intensity encoding technology can
distinguish the encoding unit twice, so as to distinguish more
colors. In theory, the number of intensity encodes is unlimited,
but in practice, it is difficult to maintain Raman signals to
a constant signal ratio. Therefore, the intensity ratio in a certain
6372 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 6365–6381
range is regarded as the same color to prevent misidentication
due to signal uctuations.

2.2.4 Combination encoding: multilayer image. The
combination of uorescence-active materials and Raman-active
materials can generate uorescence–Raman dual-mode mate-
rials, which can be used to realize the combination of uores-
cence–Raman anti-counterfeiting and generate a multilayer anti-
counterfeiting image.59 By depositing Ag NPs and corresponding
Raman signalingmolecules on uorescentmicrospheres, Li et al.
prepared microspheres with uorescence–Raman dual security
encoded signals.60 The Raman and uorescence spectra are
collected respectively, and the specic binary codes can be ob-
tained by resolving the specic signals. This binary code is
composed of three uorescent signals and four Raman signals,
forming a composite of multiple layers of information (Fig. 8A).
However, with the increase of the number of image layers, the
requirements for instruments and equipment will be higher, and
the difficulty of verication operations will be increased.

Since most Raman applications rely on noble metal nano-
materials, it is also possible to achieve combination encoding
with the properties of nanomaterials. Since the LSPR
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 8 (A) Raman–fluorescence combined encoding for security labels; Raman–absorption combined encoding for security labels. Reproduced
with permission from ref. 60. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. (B) Schematic diagram of the encoding source; (C) double layer
encoding – plasmonic encoding and Raman encoding. Reproduced with permission from ref. 61. Copyright 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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characteristics of noble metal nanomaterials are closely depen-
dent on the size and shape, the nanomaterials with different
shapes and sizes will produce different characteristic absorption
spectra. Cheng et al. made use of this property to synthesize
nanoparticles with different sizes of three morphologies,
including spherical, dodecahedral and star shapes.61 These
different nanoparticles can be well distinguished by absorption
spectra, and the output of Raman signal molecules adsorbed on
them can be combined to form barcodes with specic numbers.
Thus, large-capacity and specic recognition is achieved (Fig. 8B
and C). This method can theoretically change the signal of
nanoparticles innitely, but because the peak of the absorption
spectrum is wide and easy to overlap, it is difficult to distinguish
clearly when a variety of nanoparticles appear.

2.3 Summary

In general, the use of Raman encoding makes the anti-
counterfeiting image more complex, and improves the anti-
counterfeiting strength. By converting the Raman spectral
information into the information required by the anti-
counterfeiting image, such as the position and the color, the
anti-counterfeiting image can be reproduced. Aer that, the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
traditional verication mode can be used directly to verify the
produced clonable Raman security labels.

3 Raman encoding for PUF security
labels

The concept of PUF originated in cryptography and was proposed
in 2002 as a physical one-way function.20 Such one-way functions
are used for security information sharing, they are easy to build
but difficult to obtain again, ensuring the uniqueness of this
password. Subsequently, PUFs were extended to physical objects
with unique ngerprint-like characteristics. Their uniqueness is
generated by the random disorder of the microstructure in the
manufacturing process of the object, they are easy to produce but
impossible to copy, easy to read but impossible to predict.9

Because they have a high encoding ability, the unclonable feature
makes it unnecessary to keep the information of the tag secret,
and they only rely on the uniqueness of their physical charac-
teristics for anti-counterfeiting. The uniqueness of this physical
feature can oen be combined with chemical methods,22,62–64

using different markers and detection methods to increase its
encoding ability, such as Raman-active materials.
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 6365–6381 | 6373
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Unlike traditional security labels that rely on specic anti-
counterfeiting patterns, PUF security labels increase the
complexity by generating random anti-counterfeiting patterns.
In the unclonable Raman security labels, the security label is
composed of randomly distributed encoding units with Raman
activity. Before the corresponding anti-counterfeiting pattern is
read by Raman spectroscopy, the resulting pattern cannot be
determined due to the unpredictable position of the encoding
unit. Once the obtained anti-counterfeiting pattern is read out,
only this one security label can get the same anti-counterfeiting
pattern. With a large enough encoding capacity, it is difficult to
generate security labels with the same characteristics. For
unclonable Raman security labels, the role of preparation is to
make the encoding units randomly distribute, and randomize
the Raman imaging patterns obtained through image acquisi-
tion. And due to the complexity of random patterns, unclonable
Raman security labels also need to pass image authentication to
complete the identication and verication of anti-
counterfeiting patterns.
Fig. 9 (A) Schematic diagram of the preparation of multifunctional
nanoparticles; (B) schematic diagram of spin-coating for the prepa-
ration of PUF security labels. Reproduced with permission from ref. 66.
Copyright 2021 Elsevier. (C) Schematic diagram of adsorbed nano-
particles after the preparation of random micro-regions using dry
instability. Reproduced with permission from ref. 68. Copyright 2021
American Chemical Society.
3.1 First element of unclonable Raman security labels:
randomizing

Compared with the process of Raman security labels, PUF
security labels are there to cause disorder and randomize the
encoding unit, and this process will be relatively easier to
operate due to the tendency towards disorder. In the random-
izing process, many physical processes are used to produce
disordered Raman-active materials, forming random anti-
counterfeiting patterns.

3.1.1 Spin-coating. Spin-coating is generally used to apply
a solution containing Raman-active materials on a at
substrate, and aer the solution is volatilized, these materials
will be randomly anchored in different positions. In a typical
example, Gu et al. applied drops of gap-enhanced Raman tags
(GERTs) to silicon wafers, which dried to form nanoscale
random patterns, making them almost impossible to repeat.65

In another example, Wang et al. formed Raman-active materials
by loading Au NPs onto silicon nanorods,66 the preparation
diagram is shown (Fig. 9A), and then spin-coated them on the
substrate. Aer drying, PUF labels with random Raman imaging
characteristics were obtained (Fig. 9B). For spin-coating, the
Raman-active materials at the micron level have better
randomness than at the nano level. The small particles are
easily affected by the capillary action during the drying process,
and then agglomerate together, reducing the freedom degree.
But for larger materials, it is difficult to achieve the same effect
by this capillary action, so their distribution is closer to the
distribution in solution and more random.67

3.1.2 Adsorbing. In order to more rmly adsorb Raman-
active materials on the substrate, researchers will randomly
x the materials through the interaction of positive and nega-
tive charges. Torun et al. used the drying instability of the
polymer surface to form randomly distributed and randomly
sized polymer spherical micro-regions,68 which can bind to
negatively charged Au NPs to form Raman-active PUF security
labels (Fig. 9C). However, the method does not fully exploit the
6374 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 6365–6381
freedom degree of electrostatic adsorption. In a more obvious
example, Zheng et al. used uorescein-coated silver silica
(Ag@SiO2) NPs as the building block, and formed PUF security
labels by randomly adsorbing the nanoparticles onto the
surface of silicon wafer containing amino groups. The degree of
freedom was veried by dark eld microscopy.69 As a common
method of self-assembly, electrostatic adsorption has been
a relatively common method for constructing SERS substrates,
on which the nanostructures need to be uniform. In contrast,
for Raman PUF tags, a large enough variation in the distribution
of nanostructures within the spot size is required to distinguish
the Raman signals.

3.1.3 Doping. In another classical method, Raman-active
materials are doped into the solution used to prepare the
nal material. During the process of forming the nal material,
Raman-active materials are randomly distributed in the
preparedmaterial. Tian et al. added silver-coated gold nanorods
as Raman-active materials into the monomer solution used to
form polymer gels. During the process of gel formation, Raman-
active materials would be randomly distributed, getting random
anti-counterfeiting patterns.70 At the same time, the gel will
expand, and then the active materials will accumulate to
produce a strong Raman signal. Li et al. completed the prepa-
ration of gels through a microuidic system, and also obtained
randomly distributed Raman-active materials in the gels.71 And
this preparation method can not only produce a random
distribution in the plane, but also obtain different random
Raman images in the three-dimensional volume. In addition to
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 10 (A) Schematic diagram of the random distribution of active
materials formed by doping. Reproduced with permission from ref. 72.
Copyright 2020 Royal Society of Chemistry. (B) Schematic diagram of
the random distribution of micron diamonds formed by annealing.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 67. Copyright 2021 John Wiley
& Sons, Inc.
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the preparation of gels, Raman-active materials can also be
doped into nanobers to form nanopapers (Fig. 10A). The
Raman-active materials made up of positively charged silver
nanocubes and Raman reporter molecules dripping onto them
will be adsorbed on the negatively charged nanobers, which
can be ltered to form the required labels.72 Compared with the
two previous methods, the Raman-active materials will not only
be randomly distributed on the surface of the label, but also
throughout the material by doping. Since Raman-active mate-
rials participate in the preparation of the substrate, the active
materials can be rmly bonded to the substrate.

3.1.4 Annealing. Annealing is to heat the material con-
taining Raman-active materials, and then cool it at a suitable
speed. Aer cooling, the active materials will show a random
distribution in the material. Sun et al. formed a PUF security
label with a random Raman spectrum by dropping a solution of
different silky particles onto the surface of the seed and
annealing it.73 The small label provides a way to track and trace
produce. In another example, Hu et al. completed the random
distribution of micron diamond on the exible substrate of silk
broin protein by annealing the mixed solution of micron dia-
mond and silk broin in a water bath (Fig. 10B). Besides, this
process has excellent randomness. There is an equal chance
that micron diamonds are present or not present at any loca-
tion.67 In a special example, Yang et al. can generate Ag hexag-
onal rings, Ag circular rings, and Ag aggregates with random
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
features by annealing the silver layer in the silica layer, and
these nanoparticles with irregular morphology will bring
a random Raman signal output for PUF security labels.74

Different from the two previous examples, this method does not
directly use Raman-active materials as the preparation object of
random features. Therefore, the introduction of signal mole-
cules is necessary.
3.2 Second element of unclonable Raman security labels:
imaging

In the image acquisition of unclonable Raman security labels,
due to the random distribution of Raman-active materials, the
acquired images are randomly generated patterns in the
encoding space. The essence of the random distribution is
random position encoding, which can make full use of
encoding space. In theory, in a certain encoding space, the
active materials may be distributed at any point, so a large
number of anti-counterfeiting images can be generated.
Enough anti-counterfeiting images may make it impossible to
get the same anti-counterfeiting image in a limited number of
copies, thereby eliminating the possibility of forgery. This
number of possible anti-counterfeiting images, or the number
of labels, is called the encoding capacity. The encoding
capacity of a PUF security label can be dened as the product of
the number of responses (R) that a security image pixel can
have and the number of security image pixels (n) (encoding
capacity = Rn).75 If the encoding capacity is too low, the PUF
security label can be cracked by trying all possible combina-
tions. For unclonable Raman security labels, the type of output
that Raman-active materials can carry determines the nal
encoding capacity.

3.2.1 Position encoding: monochrome random image. In
the simplest mode, Raman-active materials have only a single
signal output. In a single encoding unit, the Raman signal
output has only two choices of “yes” and “no”, and this binary
output mode produces a monochrome random image. With the
increase of the encoding space dimension, the encoding
capacity will also increase accordingly.

In a zero-dimensional space, the encoding capacity depends
only on the number of possible spectra.73,74 However, due to the
high similarity in the peak position of these Raman spectra, the
encoding capacity brought by the random features is relatively
limited, and is easily affected by the acquisition conditions.
How to accurately locate the collection point on the same point
of the security label is also a challenge, which will affect the
repeated verication of the label.

In two-dimensional space, the generated Raman-active
materials can exist at any point in two-dimensional space,
resulting in a random two-dimensional image. In this case,
the encoding capacity of the label can be calculated by the
formula, since in a monochrome image the number of
responses is 2, so the encoding capacity is determined by the
number of encoding units present in the image. Hu et al. used
micron diamond as Raman-active materials to generate
unclonable Raman security labels with 2100 encoding capacity
within 100 encoding units (Fig. 11).67 Therefore, in the same
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 6365–6381 | 6375



Fig. 11 (A) Schematic diagram of encoding the PUF label; (B) Raman imaging of the PUF label; (C) the binary-encodedmap corresponding to the
image; (D) corresponding binary Raman spectrogram. Reproduced with permission from ref. 67. Copyright 2021 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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encoding space, having a smaller encoding unit will improve
the encoding capacity.

3.2.2 Intensity encoding: multicolor random image. Due to
the convenience of commercializing Raman imaging soware,
most unclonable Raman security labels use the intensity as an
6376 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 6365–6381
encoding element. In a commercialized Raman imaging
system, images with the same peak position but different
intensities are displayed as intensity proles with gradient
colors, which makes it easy to output random anti-
counterfeiting images. In the most common example, Raman-
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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active materials with a single signal output are randomly
distributed in the encoding space, and a multicolor random
image is generated. Cheng et al. used phenthiophenol as
a signal molecule to achieve the output of multicolor random
images on plasmonic nanopaper.72 And this color distinction
can be further adjusted to obtain a clearer resolution of the
intensity.71 Li et al. obtained the original multicolor random
image by Raman imaging of randomly distributed active
materials in the gel. Aer that, they also specied the strength,
changing the overall strength range to four levels of “0” to “3”,
and nally got a security image for anti-counterfeiting. This
further divisionmakes the visual distinction of the images more
obvious and more clearly reects the random features.
Fig. 12 (A) Picture and scanning electron microscope images correspon
(C) the Raman spectra corresponding to the green box in (B) and the Ram
(D) Raman imaging images, binary images and quaternary images corresp
65. Copyright 2020 Springer Nature.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Different from Raman security labels, which use the combi-
nation of shi and intensity encoding, this encoding mode
rarely appears in unclonable Raman security labels. In the only
example, Gu et al. completed the intensity and shi encoding of
ten Raman signals in PUF security labels with ten different
Raman-active nanoparticles (Fig. 12).65 However, this encoding
is not completed in a single anti-counterfeiting image, but forms
ten anti-counterfeiting images from a single label. Due to the
random distribution characteristics of Raman-active particles,
the number of possible combinations is large, and it is necessary
to accurately distinguish them by AI. There is no doubt that the
encoding strategy of this combination can greatly increase the
encoding capacity of PUF security labels.
ding to the label; (B) corresponding 2D and 3D Raman imaging images;
an spectra after the signal is divided into ten signals of the molecules;
onding to ten signal molecules. Reproduced with permission from ref.
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3.2.3 Combination encoding: multilayer random image. In
the simplest combination encoding mode, the label presents
a random anti-counterfeiting image under white light andRaman
microscopy. Torun et al. formed randomly distributed and
randomly sized spherical micro-regions through drying insta-
bility.68 Aer loading Au NPs, these micro-regions can present
anti-counterfeiting images with random characteristics under
ordinary optical microscopy, and Raman images with random
characteristics can be obtained by Raman microscopy. However,
the random features of the anti-counterfeiting image in both
modes are exactly the same. In another example, Sun et al.
formed labels with random morphologies and random Raman
Fig. 13 (A) Schematic diagram of PUF security labels on the surface of d
schematic diagram of white light and Raman encoding principle. Reprod
Group. (D) Schematic diagram of PUF security labels encoded by Raman
2021 Elsevier.

6378 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 6365–6381
proles by annealing different silk particle solutions (Fig. 13A–
C).73 In this example, not only can random features brought about
by morphology be obtained, but also the corresponding Raman
spectral intensity is random. The randomness of the twomodes is
independent, so the encoding capacity can be greatly increased.

Aer modifying Au NPs on the surface of silicon nanorods,
the active nanoparticle with uorescence and Raman signals
can be obtained.66 Wang et al. used this double-optically active
particle to construct two layers of security labels at the same
time, using uorescent labels in the rst layer and non-
reproducible Raman labels in the second layer (Fig. 13D). In
the rst layer of the label, its luminous color can be determined
ifferent plant seeds; (B) encoding diagram of the PUF security label; (C)
uced with permission from ref. 71. Copyright 2021 Science Publishing
and fluorescence. Reproduced with permission from ref. 64. Copyright

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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by the type of dye molecule on the modication, and a variety of
colors can be adjusted, further increasing the encoding
capacity. Because the substrate generated by the Raman signal
is different from that generated by the uorescence signal, the
random features in the two images are completely different,
which realizes the independence of the two encoding modes
and can be superimposed in encoding capacity.

3.3 Third element of unclonable Raman security labels:
authenticating

Due to the randomness of the PUF security label, the image
generated is not xed and cannot be simply judged by experience.
Therefore, further image verication is needed.76–82 Machine
learning is used to help identify the correct anti-counterfeiting
image. Generally speaking, machine learning is used to
compare the acquired images with the anti-counterfeiting images
in the database to judge the “true” and “false”. The images with
high similarity are “true”, and the images with low similarity are
“false”. Because the security image features in different PUF
systems are almost completely different, for a specic system, it is
necessary to have its matching image verication system.
Through the different recognition methods, the recognition
methods can be simply divided into two categories, “point by
point” comparison and feature recognition.

“Point by point” comparison is to compare the numbers bit
by bit aer digitizing the anti-counterfeiting images, and dene
the difference size of the comparison median value as simi-
larity. Gu et al. completed the verication of unclonable Raman
security labels by point-by-point comparison, and the similarity
between “true” and “false” is large and easy to distinguish.65

Feature recognition is to extract the image features of the
security image for verication. In comparison, the similarity
value can be obtained only by comparing the extracted features.
In general, the point-by-point comparison method will obtain
faster read speed and lower positive rate, and it is easier to
obtain the read advantage under low encoding capacity. Every
time a new label was added to the security image library, the
model needs to be retrained to maintain its accuracy.

4. Challenges and prospects

Despite the excellent information extension capability of
Raman encoding, there are no Raman security labels for prac-
tical applications. In order to make the security label develop
from a laboratory research to a practical anti-counterfeiting
technology, the future focus should be placed on improving
verication speed, reducing costs, and facilitating eld appli-
cations, and further increasing the encoding dimension to
increase encoding capacity is still an important topic. In this
section, we will focus on these issues by discussing practical
approaches and future prospects for optimizing security labels
based on Raman encoding.

4.1 Improving verication speed

For the verication of Raman security labels, limited by the
imaging mode, the images need to be excited by the laser point
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
by point before they can be displayed in the terminal. This time-
consuming imaging method will limit the popularity of Raman
security labels. In addition to creating instruments with faster
scanning speeds, such as imaging with line scanning, the
verication time can also be reduced by making a more “deli-
cate” pattern.

4.2 Reducing costs

In most application scenarios, expensive noble metal materials
are necessary as signal ampliers for Raman security labels.
Therefore, the cost of security labels will be relatively high. Non-
metal materials are a great substitute, such as polymers,
hydrogels, and inorganics. Since the concentration of the
Raman-active materials in the security label can be quite high,
there is no need to worry about the signal output strength.

4.3 Improving stability

The Raman-active material is always composed of Raman signal
molecules and the corresponding carrier, and the molecules
easily fall off in the longer-term use process. Therefore, appro-
priate packaging is necessary, such as the core–shell structure.
Also, the use of optically transparent protective layers can alle-
viate this problem and block out the interference from
backgrounds.83,84

4.4 Increasing the encoding dimension

For Raman encoding, searching for encoding patterns with
more dimensions has always been a research hotspot. More
encoding dimensions mean that more security information can
be placed, or the same security information can be accom-
plished with less variety of informationmaterials. This is a great
help in improving security and reducing synthesis complexity.
At present, encoding based on different spatial dimensions has
been reported, and perhaps Raman encoding based on the time
dimension will be the next emerging encoding.

4.5 Improving information utilization

Compared with other security labels that do not use the
instrument as verication means, the nal output verication
image of Raman encoding greatly reduces the collected infor-
mation. Only a single or several spectral peaks are used to
output anti-counterfeiting images, losing most of the collected
information. The information capacity in a single spectrum is
actually huge. Therefore, how to make full use of these aban-
doned spaces may be an important direction in the future.
These spaces can be occupied by markers that indicate the
quality of the product, monitoring the quality of the product
while preventing it from being forged.

5. Conclusion

Compared with other anti-counterfeiting systems, security
labels based on Raman encoding have many unique advan-
tages, including high acquisition stability, excellent multi-
plexing capability, and so on. At the same time, the diversity of
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 6365–6381 | 6379
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Raman-active materials, from traditional noble metal probes
and signal molecules to polymers, hydrogels, and semi-
conductors, provides exible options for a variety of applica-
tions. And the combination of AI and an anti-counterfeiting
system can improve the encoding capacity and the decoding
accuracy, which make the system more secure and convenient.
So far, researchers have tried to use Raman security labels for
practical applications. However, these security labels have not
yet gone to commercialization. Looking forward to the future, it
is of great signicance to develop low cost, high complexity, and
universal Raman security labels for information security.
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